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An iterative procedure for the design of a polarizing beam splitter (PBS) that uses a form-birefringent,
subwavelength-structured, one-dimensional photonic-crystal layer (SWS 1-D PCL) embedded in a highindex cubical prism is presented. The PBS is based on index matching and total transmission for the p
polarization and total internal reflection for the s polarization at the prism–PCL interface at 45° angle of
incidence. A high extinction ratio in reflection (>50 dB) over the 4–12 μm IR spectral range is achieved
using a SWS 1-D PCL of ZnTe embedded in a ZnS cube within an external field of view of 6:6∘ and in the
presence of grating filling factor errors of up to 10%. Comparable results, but with wider field of view,
are also obtained with a Ge PCL embedded in a Si prism. © 2009 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes:
050.2770, 230.1360, 260.5430, 310.1620.

1. Introduction

Polarizing beam splitters (PBSs) are used to separate
an incident light beam into two beams with orthogonal linear polarizations (often denoted by p and s)
that travel in different directions. Conventional
PBSs employ bulk crystal optics [1] or multilayer
interference coatings that are embedded in a prism
[2–6]. More recently, PBSs that use diffraction gratings [7–9] and photonic crystals [10,11] have also
been introduced.
In this paper a PBS is described that uses the form
birefringence of subwavelength-structured (SWS)
one-dimensional photonic-crystal layer (1-D PCL)
embedded in a high-index cubical prism. The nondiffracting SWS 1-D PCL acts as a homogeneous uniaxial crystal whose optic axis is oriented perpendicular
to the plane of incidence. At the prism–PCL interface
the p polarization is totally transmitted and the s
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polarization is totally internally reflected at 45° angle of incidence.
In Section 2 an iterative design procedure is described that initially ignores light interference in
the PCL. In Section 3 a broadband (4–12 μm) IR
PBS that uses a ZnTe 1-D PCL sandwiched between
two ZnS right-angle isosceles prisms is demonstrated. Such a device performs well within an external field of view (FOV) of 6:6∘ and is reasonably
insensitive to small (10%) changes of the grating
region filling factor. In Section 4, interference in
the PCL is considered, and its effect on the extinction
ratios of the PBS in reflection and transmission is
analyzed. Section 5 presents additional results for
an IR PBS that uses a Ge PCL embedded in a Si
prism. Finally some concluding remarks are given
in Section 6.
2.

Basic Design Procedure

Figure 1(a) shows a cross section of the 1-D PCL of
thickness d that consists of a rectangular grating
of coating material of refractive index nc , period Λ,
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and filling factor f. The layer is deposited on an optically isotropic substrate (prism) of refractive index
n, and the gaps between grating ridges are assumed
to be filled with air or an inert gas of refractive index
1. Figure 1(b) shows the PBS cube with a grating vec~ G of the PCL normal to the plane of incidence. p
tor K
and s denote the linear polarizations parallel and
perpendicular to the plane of incidence, respectively.
With the grating period Λ ≪ λ; where λ is the vacuum wavelength of incident light, the SWS 1-D PCL
is equivalent to a nondiffracting homogenous uniaxial crystal layer with its optic axis parallel to the
grating vector. The second-order ordinary (o) and extraordinary (e) refractive indices of such a layer are
given by [12]
ð2Þ
no


¼

ð1Þ
ðno Þ2

1=2

2
1 Λ
2
2
þ π f ð1 − f Þ ðnc − 1Þ
; ð1Þ
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λ

On the other hand, the s polarization, which is parallel to the optic axis, sees the extraordinary index
ð2Þ
ne ¼ ne and experiences total internal reflection if
the critical angle ϕcs is <45∘. Equivalently, we write
ϕcs ¼ sin−1 x;

pﬃﬃﬃ
x ¼ ne =n < 1= 2:

To avoid significant tunneling of s-polarized light
across the PCL and to achieve high extinction ratio
in transmission, the PCL thickness d must be much
greater than the penetration depth of the evanescent
s wave in the PCL. This condition is assumed to hold,
and interference effects in the PCL are ignored in
this section.
From Eqs. (4) and (5) the following relation
between the ordinary and extraordinary refractive
indices of the PCL is obtained:
ne ¼ xno :

ð2Þ
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no ¼ ð1 − f þ n2c f Þ1=2 ;
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ð3Þ

are the first-order indices that are independent
of Λ=λ.
With the grating vector (optic axis) normal to the
plane of incidence, Fig. 1(b), p-polarized light sees the
ð2Þ
ordinary index, no ¼ no [the superscript (2) is
dropped for simplicity], and is totally transmitted
at the prism–PCL interface at all angles of incidence
when index matching is satisfied, i.e.,
no ¼ n:

ð6Þ

By substituting no and ne from Eqs. (1)–(3) in
Eq. (6), one key equation in the three design parameters x, nc , and f is obtained:

ð1Þ

ðne Þ2 þ

ne ¼ ð1 − f þ f =n2c Þ−1=2 ;
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For a given operating wavelength λ and grating
period Λ, the design proceeds according to the following steps:
1. nc of a suitable transparent coating material
and an initial value of x < 0:707 are assumed, and
Eq. (7) is solved for f.
2. f is substituted back in Eqs. (1)–(3) to obtain no
and ne of the PCL.
3. Equation (4) is used to determine the refractive index n of the prism and to verify that n < nc .
4. If n does not match the refractive index of a
suitable preselected transparent substrate, x is adjusted, and steps (1)–(3) are repeated until n equals
the refractive index of the prism material at the design wavelength to within 4 decimal places.
3. Polarizing Beam Splitter Using ZnTe PhotonicCrystal Layer Embedded in ZnS Cube

Fig. 1. (a) Cross section of 1-D PCL of thickness d that consists of
rectangular grating of a coating material of refractive index nc ,
period Λ, and filling factor f. The layer is deposited on an optically
isotropic substrate (prism) of refractive index n. (b) Cube PBS
~ G normal to the
using an embedded PCL with grating vector K
plane of incidence. p and s denote the linear polarizations parallel
and perpendicular to the plane of incidence, respectively.
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A PBS that uses an IR-transparent ZnTe PCL, which
is sandwiched between two right-angle ZnS prisms, is
considered for the CO2 -laser wavelength λ ¼ 10:6 μm.
A grating period of Λ ¼ 1 μm and nc ðZnTeÞ ¼ 2:6818
[13] are assumed. By applying the iterative procedure
of Section 2, we find that at ϕcs ¼ 41:8314∘ , Eq. (7)

yields f ¼ 0:6042. From Eqs. (1)–(3), no ¼ 2:1921 and
ne ¼ 1:4620 are obtained. Thus the PCL has large
negative birefringence Δn ¼ ne − no ¼ −0:73: From
the index-matching condition, Eq. (4), we have
n ¼ 2:1921, which coincides with the refractive index
of ZnS at λ ¼ 10:6 μm [13]. Therefore a self-consistent
solution to the PBS design is obtained, with the device
parameters summarized in Table 1.
An important parameter that characterizes the
performance of the PBS is its reflection extinction
ratio, which is defined by
ERr ¼ 10 log10 ðRs =Rp Þ:

ð8Þ

The reflection coefficients of the prism–PCL interface for incident p- and s-polarized light are calculated using expressions that are given in [14]. In
Fig. 2 the intensity reflectance Rp of the prism–
PCL interface for the p polarization and the extinction ratio in reflection ERr [Eq. (8)] are plotted versus
the filling factor f as it is changed by approximately
10% around the design value of 0.604, with all
other parameters kept constant. Total internal reflection for the s polarization (Rs ¼ 1) is maintained
over this range of f . Interference effects in the PCL
are initially ignored; these effects are considered later in Section 4. Figure 2 shows that an ERr > 50 dB
is obtained for 0:554 ≤ f ≤ 0:654, which indicates good
tolerance to small dimensional errors.
Figure 3 presents the deviation from index matching of p-polarized light (no ¼ n) as λ is varied over the
IR range 4 ≤ λ ≤ 12 μm, while all other parameters
are kept constant at their design values. It is evident
from Fig. 3 that index matching is satisfied at λ ¼
10:6 μm and also occurs coincidentally at λ ¼
5:55 μm, which is approximately half of the design
wavelength. Over the entire bandwidth the dispersion of the coating and prism materials is accounted
for [13], and total internal reflection for the s polarization is maintained.

Fig. 2. (Color online) Intensity reflectance Rp and extinction ratio
ERr (dB) of prism–PCL interface are plotted as functions of grating
filling factor f. These calculations are for ZnTe 1-D PCL embedded
in ZnS prism, with grating period Λ ¼ 1 μm, wavelength
λ ¼ 10:6 μm, and 45° angle of incidence.

Fig. 3. (Color online) Deviation from index matching of ppolarized light (i.e., no ¼ n) as the wavelength λ is varied over
the IR spectral range 4 ≤ λ ≤ 12 μm. These calculations assume
ZnTe 1-D PCL embedded in ZnS prism with grating period
Λ ¼ 1 μm, and they take into account dispersion of the optical
properties of ZnTe and ZnS.

Figure 4 shows Rp and ERr plotted versus wavelength λ, for 4 ≤ λ ≤ 12 μm, Λ ¼ 1 μm, and
f ¼ 0:6042. Notice that the ERr is >70 dB over the
full spectral range and has sharp peaks at λ ¼ 5:55
and 10:6 μm. Therefore near-ideal broadband polarization on reflection is possible.
Because index matching for the p polarization is
independent of angle of incidence ϕ, the PBS cube
performs well within a limited FOV as long as ϕ >
ϕcs : Given that ϕcs ≈ 41:83∘ (Table 1) the internal
FOV in the plane of incidence in Fig. 1(b) is restricted
to about 3∘ below the nominal operating angle
ϕ ¼ 45∘ . The corresponding range of near-normal incidence angles at the air–prism interface is n × 3∘ ¼
6:6∘ according to Snell’s law. The FOV is considerably
larger at high angles of incidence, ϕ > 45∘ .

Fig. 4. (Color online) Intensity reflectance Rp and extinction ratio
ERr plotted versus wavelength λ, 4 ≤ λ ≤ 12 μm, for a PBS that uses
ZnTe 1-D PCL embedded in ZnS prism with grating period Λ ¼
1 λm and filling factor f ¼ 0:604. Dispersion of prism and coating
materials is accounted for.
20 September 2009 / Vol. 48, No. 27 / APPLIED OPTICS
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Table 1.

Design Parameters for PBS Using ZnTe PCL with Λ ¼ 1 μm
Embedded in ZnS Cube at 10:6 μm Wavelength

nc (ZnTe)

f

ne

no

n (ZnS)

ϕcs

2.6818

0.6042

1.4620

2.1921

2.1921

41:8314°

4. Interference Effects within the Photonic-Crystal
Layer

In previous sections the PCL thickness d is assumed
to be sufficiently large, and interference effects within the layer are ignored. Now we take d ¼ 10 μm, and
interference effects in the PCL, which acts as an anisotropic Fabry-Perot etalon, are accounted for. The
overall reflection coefficients of the finite-thickness
embedded PCL for incident p- and s-polarized light
are calculated using equations given in [14].
Figure 5 shows Rp and ERr of the 10 μm ZnTe SWS
1-D PCL embedded in a ZnS cube as functions of f for
λ ¼ 10:6 μm, Λ ¼ 1 μm, and ϕ ¼ 45°. Rp has a flat
minimum, Rp ≈ 0; at and near f ¼ 0:604; the ERr
has a sharp maximum at the same location, and a
secondary maximum appears at f ¼ 0:625. Therefore, excellent performance is still maintained when
interference effects in the PCL are considered.
Figure 6 gives the spectral response of the PBS for
p- and s-polarized light over the broadband
4 ≤ λ ≤ 12 μm. Rp exhibits interference oscillations
but remains <10−6 ; hence the p polarization is essentially totally transmitted. On the other hand, because total internal reflection occurs for s-polarized
light at the prism–PCL interface, Rs falls off monotonically as λ increases. This is consistent with the
increase in optical tunneling as d=λ decreases.
From Rp and Rs of Fig. 6, ERr is calculated using
Eq. (8). Figure 7 shows ERr versus λ for d ¼ 10 μm
when interference effects in the PCL are taken into
account. Near-ideal polarization on reflection
(ERr > 60 dB) is obtained over the 4–12 μm IR band.
The ERr shows multiple Fabry-Perot-like peaks at

Fig. 5. (Color online) Intensity reflectance Rp and extinction ratio
ERr of ZnTe 1-D PCL of thickness d ¼ 10 μm embedded in ZnS
cube plotted as functions of f for λ ¼ 10:6 μm, Λ ¼ 1 μm, and
ϕ ¼ 45°. Interference effects in the PCL are accounted for.
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Fig. 6. (Color online) Reflectances Rp and Rs of ZnTe 1-D PCL
of thickness d ¼ 10 μm, f ¼ 0:604, embedded in ZnS cube, for
incident p- and s-polarized light, plotted versus wavelength λ,
for 4 ≤ λ ≤ 12 μm. Rp exhibits interference oscillations, whereas
Rs decreases monotonically as λ increases.

wavelengths where Rp ¼ 0, which is expected from
Fig. 6 and Eq. (8).
The extinction ratio in transmission is given by
ERt ¼ 10 log10 ðT p =T s Þ ¼ 10 log10 ð1 − Rp Þ=ð1 − Rs Þ:
ð9Þ
Figure 8 shows ERt as a function of λ. An ERt >
40 dB is achieved for 4 < λ < 7 μm, has a maximum
near λ ¼ 4:8 μm, and drops monotonically at longer
wavelengths. This behavior is consistent with the decrease of Rs as d=λ decreases as a result of increased
optical tunneling.
Higher values of the extinction ratio in transmission are possible if the PCL thickness d is increased
so that optical tunneling of the s polarization is

Fig. 7. (Color online) Extinction ratio in reflection ERr of ZnTe
1-D PCL of thickness d ¼ 10 μm, f ¼ 0:604, embedded in ZnS cube,
shown as a function of wavelength λ. ERr has Fabry-Perot-type
multiple peaks at wavelengths at which destructive interference
for the p polarization occurs.

Table 2.

Design Parameters for PBS Using Ge PCL with Λ ¼ 1 μm
Embedded in Si Cube at 10:6 μm Wavelength

nc (Ge)

f

ne

no

n (Si)

ϕcs

4.0030

0.6908

1.7731

3.4176

3.4176

31:2528°

tion occurs only at the design wavelength
λ ¼ 10:6 μm. As with the ZnTe–ZnS design presented
in Section 4, this PBS is insensitive to small changes
of f around the design value f ¼ 0:691 and has high
values of ERr and ERt . The major advantage that
the Ge–Si material system provides is a much improved internal and external FOV of 14∘ and 47∘ ,
respectively.
Fig. 8. (Color online) Extinction ratio in transmission ERt ,
Eq. (9), plotted as a function of wavelength λ under the same
conditions described in Fig. 7.

suppressed. Figure 9 shows that ERt (dB) is essentially an increasing linear function of d, when all
other
parameters
(f ¼ 0:6042,
λ ¼ 10:6 μm,
Λ ¼ 1 μm, and ϕ ¼ 45°) are kept constant. However,
higher values of d pose a technical challenge in
device fabrication as the aspect ratio d=f Λ of the
grating ridges increases.
5. Polarizing Beam Splitter Using Ge 1-D PCL
Embedded in Si Prism

For a PBS that uses the Ge–Si material system the
results are summarized in Table 2. Table 2 lists the
coating and prism refractive indices ðnc ; nÞ, the ordinary and extraordinary refractive indices ðno ; ne Þ
of the PCL, the critical angle of total internal reflection for the s polarization ϕcs , and the grating filling
factor f as calculated for λ ¼ 10:6 μm and Λ ¼ 1 μm.
This PCL exhibits giant birefringence, Δn ¼ ne −
no ¼ −1:6445, and index matching for the p polariza-

Fig. 9. (Color online) Extinction ratio in transmission ERt (dB),
Eq. (9), plotted as a function of thickness d ðμmÞ for ZnTe 1-D PCL
embedded in ZnS prism with f ¼ 0:604 and at wavelength
λ ¼ 10:6 μm.

6.

Concluding Remarks

PBSs that use SWS 1-D PCL embedded in a highindex cube prism are demonstrated. Such PBSs
are based on index matching and total transmission
of the p polarization and total internal reflection of
the s polarization at the prism–PCL interface at
45° angle of incidence. Results obtained for two material systems (ZnTe–ZnS and Ge–Si) show excellent
performance over a broad IR spectral range, good
field of view, and insensitivity to small errors of grating filling factor. The design procedure is based on
the homogenous uniaxial crystal model of the SWS
1-D PCL, and the second-order ordinary and extraordinary refractive indices of that layer are employed.
These results are subject to further refinement using
rigorous coupled-wave analysis [15]. This extension,
device fabrication issues, and the effect of misalignment of the optic-axis direction fall outside the scope
of this paper.
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